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Abstract
Currently, it is becoming progressively clearer within the international scientific community that there is no
narrow economic reasoning which could lead to an evolutionary conception of globalization. Under such
circumstances, the contemporary globalization crisis emerges as a new center of research for all the converging
socio-economic sciences.
The current article proposes a new analytical architecture to approach the current dynamics of globalization, by
trying to comprehend the underlying evolutionary socio-economic process and by placing the living capitalist
firm as a central concept in this analytical framework. In particular, it conceptualizes the capitalistic enterprise as
an open living system under a constant synthesis of Stra.Tech.Man terms (the interconnection between Strategy,
Technology and Management). It studies business as an agent of action which both creates and is created by the
socio-economic environment within a continuously systemic process, while perceiving all the sectoral and
cross-sectoral dynamics as dialectic agents of the globalizing evolution.
Finally, we propose perceiving competitiveness as synthesis of business dynamics, socio-economic spaces and
sectoral structures in global level, and draw the conclusion that it is analytically useful and fruitful to understand
competitiveness as an organic-strategic process.
Keywords: competitiveness, globalization, innovation, interspatial development, Stra.Tech.Man analysis
1. Introduction and Conceptual Framework: The Current Restructuring of Globalization
In our times it is obvious that, in order to truly perceive globalization as an evolutionary unity, a one dimensional
examination of the international economic phenomena is not a truly sufficient framework for globalization
(Harriss, 2002; Henry, 2005; Jacobs & Frickel, 2009; Klein, 2006; Kleinberg, 2008; Schuurman, 2000; Sumner
& Tribe, 2008; Weingart & Padberg, 2014). Each fragmented approach or narrow thinking economic model used,
which does not include or aim at a clear view of the underlying evolutionary synthesis, simply perpetuates myths
and illusions regarding the real dynamics of globalization (Aglietta, 2008; Aglietta, 2010; Cohen, 2011; Servet,
2010).
If we are truly seeking to grasp the evolutionary shaping of globalization we need to think of it as a dialectic
socio-economic phenomenon that forces a corresponding effort of dialectically perceiving it, since globalization
is nothing less than an evolutionary road under a never-ending cycle of construction and reconstruction (Βλάδος,
2006; Βλάδος, 2017).
1.1 The Contemporary Crisis of Globalization as a New Focal Point for Re-Orienting Research in
Socio-Economic Sciences
The examination concerning the current crisis and the restructuring of globalization is now a critical theoretical
field, crucial for the further development of all modern social sciences: from modern economics to political
science (Chauprade, 2007; Fukuyama, 1992; Gauchon & Huissoud, 2014; Huntington, 1997; Lacoste, 2012;
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Lacoste, 2014; Lévy, 2008; Strange, 1996) and from sociology (Colic-Peisker, 2010; Douki & Minard, 2007;
Dufoix, 2012; Grataloup, 2010; Graz, 2013; Heilbron, et al., 2009; Holton, 2008; Keck, 2010; King & Le Galès,
2011; Lechner & Boli, 2014; Martel, 2010; Mattelart, 2009a; Moore, 1966; Robertson et al., 2006; Rosenberg,
2005; Sassen, 2007; Simmons, et al., 2008; Selchow, Kaldor, & Moore, 2012; Turner & Holton, 2015; Warnier,
2010) to social psychology and cultural studies (Cardon & Granjon, 2013; Duterme, 2014; Florida & Boyett,
2002; Mattelart & Neveu, 2008; Mattelart, 2009b; Noiriel, 2007).
In practice, an integrated study of innovation dynamics, of the current crisis and the restructuring process of
globalization, now seems able to create a particularly fertile field of research (Aghion, et al., 2015; Brynjolfsson
& McAfee, 2015; Carlino & Kerr, 2015; Gordon, 2017; OECD, 2014a; OECD, 2014b; OECD, 2015; Paunov &
Guellec, 2017).
1.2 Towards a New Analytical Framework for Approaching the Ongoing Dynamics of Globalization
In this direction and in an effort to overcome the deficiencies present when interpreting contemporary
readjustments to global dynamics, there is a particular course to follow if one wishes to search for a new
analytical framework. In particular, a counter-proposing method to this direction could be advanced in three
consecutive stages.
•
First stage is highlighting the living capitalist firm as the central, dialectic link between individual
economic flows and movements of globalization.
•
Second stage is clarifying the unbreakable, evolutionary interlacing between individual economic and
broader social systems within globalization and therefore attributing the real interpretative weight in their unique
history.
•
Third stage is in finally looking into the underground interconnection between different national
socio-economic systems and different sectorial dynamics which invariably traverse the edges of national borders
and via their actions progressively unify the planet as a whole.
These distinct stages will guide this paper to further examine the particular schools of thought—which seem
pretty fertile—in the new dialogue of the modern socio-economic sciences.
1.3 For a New Theoretical Perspective Required to Understand the Current Global Dynamic
A specific theoretical perspective required to conceive globalization should combine three successive “lenses”.
•
A lens for understanding globalization in economic terms with the capitalist firm at the center of the
analysis
•

A systemic lens to understand how globalization is structured in regards to socio-economic evolution.

•
A spatially unifying lens to understand globalization through sectoral and cross-sectoral dynamics, because
these are required in order to overcome the narrow explanatory powers of the national borders.
This new analytical perspective helps to understand in a different and novel way the problem of competitiveness
within globalization (Acemoglu, et al., 2015; Acemoglu et al., 2016; Artus, et al., 2014; Bloom, et al., 2014). We
could therefore perceive competitiveness as a result of dialectics, produced by the unceasing cross-fertilization of
the following three dynamics: (a) the physiology of the firm, (b) the socio-economic space hosting the firm and
(c) the surrounding sector of economic activity.
This repositioning of competitiveness’ analysis, considered as crucial in our point of view, shows that the
constant competitive claim of every socio-economic agent of action is the founding block of globalization.
Therefore, the key pursuit which is currently trending, competitiveness, could be said to be the very creator of
globalization. And its evolutionary creation—the globalization dynamic—does not cease to define its creators
dialectically and to delimit the actions of every agent of action (Annoni & Kozovska, 2010; Crozet &
Lafourcade, 2010; Hidalgo & Hausmann, 2009; Schwab, Sala i Martin & World Economic Forum, 2016).
2. Globalization as an Evolutionary Economic Process and the Living Capitalist Firm
In the first step of this investigation we try to critically approach the analytical boundaries of the fragmented
understanding of the various international economic flows (commercial, financial, migratory, productive,
technological), by proposing a synthetic concept of globalization centered at the capitalistic enterprise. In our
view, the contemporary capitalistic enterprise represents both the generator and the recipient of the global
process.
The starting point for this theoretical orientation, requires enriching our analytical perspective and perceiving
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this capitalistic enterprise in a new evolutionary manner (Boyer & Durand, 1998; Durand, 2000; Nelson, 2009;
Prahalad & Hamel, 2000; Torrès-Blay, 2000; Weinstein & Azoulay, 2000).
In particular, we are going to achieve this by overpassing, the mechanistic, traditional neo-classical logic, in
which the capitalistic enterprise is considered nothing more than a passive transformer of economic inflows into
outflows and a static component of the price theory, supposedly operating as an automatic transaction
mechanism of the “prescribed by the market” distribution of the production factors. This will be followed by
bridging the ahistorical simplifications of the neo-Marxist approaches for which, usually, the capitalistic
enterprise is nothing more than an unchangeable component of “exploitation as usual”.
2.1 What is a Capitalist Firm?
To define the nature of the capitalist firm has never been an easy task, bearing unique or self-evident answers, as
most of the traditional “introductions to microeconomics” textbooks imply (Cahuc, 1993; Hart, 1989; Hodgson,
1998; Holmstrom, 1999). The vast majority of such analyses introduce only the neoclassical theory of the firm,
based on the works of L. Walras (Walras, 1874) and A. Marshall (Marshall, 1890), and rarely anything more than
that.
In particular, the capitalist firm in the neoclassical tradition sense is built upon the following, extremely
simplistic, assumptions:
 On achieving a steady equilibrium of perfect competition, perfect information and, most importantly, of a
universally accessible and without costs level of technology.
 On the assumption of perfect rationality of all the economic agents who, continuously and exclusively,
focus on maximizing their profits.
 On the analytical dominance of the market transactions over the dimension of production, where the firm
operates simply as a receiver of prices or as a transaction mechanism for prescribed options.
However, in direct opposition to this restrictive belief, there is an increasing rate of research contributions which
are specifically considered to be part of the broad thematic field of economics recognized by the title “Theory of
the Firm” (Aoki, 1990; Coase, 2012; Ménard, 2012; Williamson, 1991), and which come to argue that, deep
inside, we still do not really know enough about the core, the “central brain” of capitalism, nor do we have a
complete scientific understanding of the dynamics of the capitalistic enterprise itself. In their essence, most of
those new approaches to the capitalist firm (Arena & Lazaric, 2003; Brousseau & Glachant, 2002; Dosi &
Nelson, 1994) gradually converge around the acknowledgment of the firm’s indivisible evolutionary nature. For
them, the capitalist firm can only be, simultaneously:

a)

A socio-economic organization: having a constant, dialectic aim of harmonizing and coordinating
heterogeneously and endlessly conflicting interests and actions within it; conflicting interests of the ownership,
the stakeholders, the lenders, the executives, the technicians, the permanent employees, the temporary staff.

b)

A historical institution: which bears a specific historic, socio-economic content, evolving in both time and
space.

c)

An open systemic node: in constant co-determination and co-evolution with the external systemic
environment.

d)

And finally, a living organism: having internally physiological determinations and organic mechanisms to
claim its survival and development within the changing environment.
Therefore, the firm as approached by a significant amount of the contemporary economic researchers, is quite
justifiably no longer considered to be a hollow shell, a static black box that supposedly exists to simply perform
an automatic transformation of economic inflows into outflows. On the contrary, the firm is now perceived, as a
living, active participant and, in fact, as the fundamental structural co-creator of every sector of economic
activity and of the socio-economic systems that host it (Williamson, 1999; Williamson, 2000; Williamson, 2002).
2.2 The Gradual Reconstruction of the Analytical Simplifications Related to the Capitalist Firm
The theory of the firm has been developing for about a century as an attempt to overturn the basic assumptions
conceived by the neoclassical model. This attempt tries to utilize many parallel and sometimes intersected
theoretical contributions.
Already by the 1930s, the first critical questions were founded regarding the competition model of the
capitalistic market. The beginning was made with an important article by P. Sraffa (Sraffa, 1926) who criticized
both the realism and the inner theoretical coherence of the perfect competition model and especially in regards to
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the partial balance as expressed in the “Marshallian version”. The theory of imperfect competition by J.
Robinson (Robinson, 1933) subsequently contributed decisively to a substantial renewal of the market and
business microeconomics, by deepening the analysis into more complex, less perfect forms of competition, and
which, in the long run, courageously moved much closer to the real economy. According to G.L.S. Shackle’s
work (Shackle, 1967), there was a constant demand throughout the development of the prewar Firm theory in an
effort to shift the main interest from equilibrium theory (that of production conditions and the distribution of
goods as presented by the neoclassical tradition), to the study of the entrepreneurial behavior and the interaction
between the producers and the enterprises.
In particular, within the context of these critical contributions, there was a revival of the theoretical interest
regarding the power of entrepreneurship and its critical role. In practice, although classical political economy,
from A. Smith to J.B. Say and J.S. Mill, attributed to entrepreneurship and the person behind it—the
entrepreneur—a central position when interpreting capitalistic functions, since the early 20th century and with the
then almost absolute domination of neoclassical thinking, the entrepreneur vanishes almost completely in the
orthodox theory of economic science. However, the role of the entrepreneur and entrepreneurship in general
cannot be discarded without consequences in regards to the interpretative capacity for any economic theory of
capitalism. In the theoretical absence of entrepreneurship and its activity, namely the direct engine of thought
and action of the capitalistic process, there are at least three crucial aspects that remain inevitably, completely
obscure:
•

Who and how is carrying out the operation of acquiring and utilizing information?

•

Who and how is executing the operation of innovation and the creation of new action fields in capitalism?

•

Who and how is undertaking the operation of organizing and coordinating production?

If there are no substantial answers to be given to these questions, then any approach to the capitalistic economy
itself can only be superficial and, ultimately, short-sighted; doomed to end up in a repetitive and deadlocked
interpretive routine. And therefore the evolutionary essence of the capitalistic process is omitted.
As a result, in order to gradually reconstruct all the fundamental neoclassical simplifications, toward a realistic
understanding of the firm, among others, the following are required:
 An understanding that the capitalistic enterprise does not necessarily claim, at every step, the maximization
of its profit; and even more, a profit which is narrowly expressed in monetary terms (Baumol, 1967). Either way,
the overall strategic benefit extracted by a business can never be a narrow reflection of the money acquired.
Furthermore, very often the profits are maximized over a period set by the firm beforehand. For example, for the
most part, to increase its market share, to rapidly develop or/and to gradually weaken its competitors, but not to
directly gain profits. And the firm’s maximization of long-term profits can never be secured from a mere,
constant claim of maximizing short-term profits.
 A disambiguation of the incomplete and asymmetric information, of the limited rationality of every
economic agent and decision-maker, and of the constant uncertainty in the market (Simon, 1982). Information is
neither complete nor free for every economic agent, nor does it come at no cost. All the “players” certainly do
not have the same ability to process and absorb available information to the same extent.
 A closer examination of the deeper conflicting nature of relationships within and around the firm. At is core,
a firm is set up, when the including interest groups form an alliance (Cyert & March, 1963). The firm is in fact a
place for balancing decision-making and for collective learning of roles and behaviors. Thus, it becomes clear
that the very purpose of a business does not align, always and necessarily, with the interests of the ownership.
For example, in addition, often but not always, the managerial class in large companies (Note 1) seeks to serve
its own interests rather than those of the owner or of the business as a whole (Veblen, 1899).
 An underlining of the fact that seemingly similar businesses, as far as the same workforce composition and
the same level of technology are concerned, very often end up with completely different results in terms of
productivity, product quality and profitability. This is because they are characterized, at their core, by a different
organizational quality (Note 2); the degree, namely, of efficiency maintained by individuals and firms under the
conditions of imperfect competition. This is the point at which the importance of the organizational innovations,
the transformations and the rises of the different business types within the developments of any socioeconomic
system emerges (Chandler, 1962; Chandler, 1994).
In fact all the above-mentioned steps have become particularly important as the current crisis of globalization
turned the outline of the capitalist firm even more fluid and the underlying dynamics even more complex. It
seems that a “New Globalization” is gradually emerging.
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Accordingly, even more advanced approaches to analyze the capitalist firm are considered absolutely necessary.
3. A “New Globalization” is Drastically Transforming the Environment for the Contemporary Capitalist
Firm
From the early 1980s to the present, the globalization dynamics, have spawned many upsets to concepts
considered carved in stone in a capitalist economy. Nowadays, a “New Globalization” (Ahmad, 2013; Artus &
Virard, 2015; Bhattacharya, et al., 2017; Boyer, 2002; Bremmer, 2014; Brender & Pisani, 2009; Dardot & Laval,
2010; Dobbs, et al., 2015; Gordon, 2016; Peters, et al., 2011; Pieterse, 2011; Siles-Brügge, 2012; Wallerstein,
2012) seems to come into existence, evolving and settling as a new model for the global capitalist economy.
The global economy is now persistently tied to the ongoing economic crisis. This crisis that reshapes
dynamically the context of the overall process of globalization and is the deeper cause of interpreting
entrepreneurial dynamics under a new, evolutionary perspective.
3.1 The Capitalist Firm as a Living System
Based on a systemic approach the firm is perceived as a complex entity that performs three basic functions:
1.

It draws productive inputs from the market of productive factors.

2. It transforms these inputs into outputs in order to generate profit by trying to attach some greater economic
value to the outputs compared to the inserted inputs.
3. It distributes the outputs on the market of products where it raises revenue in order to remunerate the
utilized productive factors and thus to generate, under certain conditions, profits for the entrepreneur: if the
revenues are positive then there are profits, otherwise there are losses (de Rosnay, 2014; Forrester, 1984; von
Bertalanffy, 1993).
For all of these entrepreneurial functions, the contemporary globalization dynamics have brought about and keep
creating profound changes: it seems they are changing the very quality of the capitalist system and its rules
(Drucker, 2006; Garratt, 2000; Hammer & Champy, 1993; Handy, 1976; Landier, 1991; Linhart, 2010; Lynch &
Kordis, 1990; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Peters, 1987; Pras & Boutin, 1995; Quinn, 1992; Savage, 1996).
These ongoing dynamics of globalization are progressively and constantly transforming the very structure and
nature of the modern capitalist firm. This kind of awareness shows the way for a living and evolutionary
approach regarding the firm and its dynamics (Kogut & Zander, 1992; Penrose, 1952; Provine, 1988; Smocovitis,
1992; Wiens, 2004): according to this view, when the external environment changes then every living organism
ought to organically absorb these changes, to adapt—actively or passively—to the new reality.
This is also the case for the firm. Indeed, the deeper the environmental changes are, the more a surviving new
organism will differ from its progenitor. And there are no superficial adaptations of this kind: a deeper
metabolism and homeostasis (the metabolic equilibrium) for the new generation of the surviving organisms is,
unavoidably, significantly different when compared to that of their ancestors’ (Demeester, et al., 2002; Morgan,
1998). This is exactly the evolutionary process and transformation for the capitalist firms and the manner in
which these unfold over the several spaces, on a global scale, by having an infinite variety and always
differentiated architectures.
3.2 The Stra.Tech.Man Physiology and the Innovation Dynamics of the Firm
Consequently, under this evolutionary and living perspective there is also the Stra.Tech.Man approach which is
structured upon (Vlados, 2005; Vlados & Katimertzopoulos, 2017; Vlados, et al., 2018a; Vlados, et al., 2018b).
This interpretive point of view, a method for observing the evolutionary physiology of the living firm, is
structured around a series of three subjective questions:
i.

The strategic (Stra.) questions corresponds to “Where I am, where I plan on going, how I will get there and
why?”

ii.

The technological (Tech.) questions to “How do I draw, create, compose, diffuse and reproduce the means
of my work and my expertise, and why?”

iii.

And the managerial (Man.) questions to “How do I use my available resources and why?”
According to the Stra.Tech.Man perspective, these components define, continuously and dialectically, the unique,
particular and ever-evolving dynamic triangle of strategy, technology and management for every business. An
evolutionary triptych which characterizes, at its very root, a form of an evolutionary “DNA” for every kind of
business and regardless of their size, their particular “species” and the hosting sector of economic activity. Every
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business, a particular socio-econom
s
ic system in sspace and timee, always buillds a unique sstra.tech.man triangle
t
in
order to eeffectively innnovate and therefore generaate profitabiliity: there is allways a Stra.T
Tech.Man bussiness core
in the baackground whhich is regulatting the overaall evolutionarry course of the
t business. These three dynamics,
when com
mbined togethher, define the evolutionary physiology fo
or every busin
ness.
The dynaamic stra.tech.man triptych is always opperating insidee the business not only as a systemic recceiver, but
also as a high fidelityy transformer of the overalll socio-econo
omic changess that globalizzation brings forth. We
expect thhat all businessses, like any living organiism, are chang
ging accordin
ng to the “plannet’s climate”” and that,
accordinggly, the “globbalization’s cllimate” is chhanging becau
use of those participating businesses and
a of the
innovatioons that they encourage
e
and
d work on.
Overall, w
we come to thhe conclusion
n that there iss only one waay for the contemporary buusiness to com
mpetitively
survive, rregardless of its
i particular size,
s
sectoral sscope, spatial reach and uniique physiologgy, which is an
a efficient
innovativve synthesis off Stra.Tech.Man terms (Seee figure 1).

Figure 1. The
T innovation
n dialectics in Stra.Tech.Maan terms insidee the businesss physiology
In order ffor the synthessis of strategy
y, technology aand managem
ment to prove practically
p
effe
fective there sh
hould be a
cross-ferttilizing of ann internal and
d multi-faceteed organizational dynamicc according tto the uniquee external
environm
mental conditioons and to thee global dynaamics where competitivene
c
ss—namely th
the survival an
nd growth
capacitiess—is defined as the syntheeses of the buusinesses (and
d their unique physiologies)), the sectors (and their
dynamicss) and the sociio-economic spaces
s
(and thheir particular historic evolu
utions) (See figgure 2).

Figuure 2. Reproduuction of a firm
m's innovativee potential in Stra.Tech.Man
S
n terms, withiin the globalizzation
restructuring
g
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The innoovation of thee contemporarry living busiiness is finally a dialectic Stra.Tech.M
Man hypothesis: it is an
evolutionnary and physiiological syntthesis of strateegy, technolog
gy and manag
gement. All thhe stra.tech.maan spheres
are follow
wing a trajecttory defined by
b their particcular reproduccers: and everry sphere is re
reborn in this synthesis.
Thus, innnovation is boorn from the unique
u
firm’s physiology. And
A within th
hat dialectic sttra.tech.man triangle
t
of
the business, the very regulator
r
of gllobalization dy
dynamics is alsso formed.
4. The Fiirm at the An
nalytical Centter of Evolutiionarily Undeerstanding Globalization
G
With this kind of analyytical basis in mind it is now
w possible to understand
u
the capitalist firrm as the cellu
ular center
of the gloobalization dyynamics. The capitalist firm
m by itself (eitther of local, national
n
or mu
multi-national reach),
r
for
every varriety of formss and actions, represents poossibly the deepest analyticcal core to connceive—unify
yingly and
evolutionnarily—the socio-economicc content that the globalization and the current
c
restruccturing of glo
obalization
are carryiing. And due to this, to the physiologicaally evolving firm
f
being thee source of gloobal dynamicss, the firm
also receiives at a structtural level, thee deep causes and effects off globalization
n.
Naturallyy, to this anallytical directio
on, one mustt decidedly av
void a common illusion: th
there are no businesses
b
acting auutonomously, superior
s
to thee particular tim
me and spacee and sector off economic acctivity. On thee contrary,
every firm
m is inescapably tied to the hosting eexternal socio
o-economic en
nvironment. A
Actually, thiss evolving
environm
ment defines dyynamically the firms’ potenntials to evolve and mutate itself
i
and the eenvironment.
4.1 The F
Firm’s Socio-E
Economic Envvironment, a B
Birth of an Uncceasing Evolu
utionary System
emic Process
A further examination of the structurred depths of that external environment,
e
regardless of spatial reach, can make
it possiblle to recognizze the three diialectical struc
uctures/actors which togetheer form the ennvironmental structural
basis: (A)) The particullar institutionaal character off the spatially
y established socioeconomicc system whicch absorbs
all the acctivities (B) thhe businesses’ activities strructured interrnally and (C)) the public/sttate intervention which
contributees to the systeem’s establishm
ment and reprroduction (Seee figure 3).

Figure 3. The
T broader ex
xternal socioeeconomic enviironment, an open
o
evolutionnary system
s
is attacched to a partiicular socioecconomic spacee which, apartt from being th
he host for
Every soccioeconomic system
every ecoonomic activitty, is also a “d
dialectical cannvas” on which
h all the busin
nesses’ activitiies and the meechanisms
for publicc interventionn are drawn. On
O one hand, tthe individuall entrepreneurial action andd, on the otherr hand, the
actions oof collective intervention represent thee two structu
ural pillars which
w
are connstantly leverraging the
reproducttion system of
o the socioecconomic form
mations hostin
ng the econom
mic activities.. And those constantly
reshaped structural pilllars acquire sp
pecific contennt and formatiion and definee, simultaneouusly, the socio
oeconomic
evolutionnary trajectoriees.
The quanntitative and qualitative
q
dyn
namics of enttrepreneurial investments are
a planted onn a new socio
oeconomic
field when filtered thhrough the reasoning
r
of public interv
vention. Ultim
mately, the hhosting socio
oeconomic
environm
ment, by suppllying specific kind of advanntages or disaadvantages, deefines the succcessful sproutting of the
“investmeent seed” andd the possibility for a “new
w productive trree” to grow and survive: tthis always depends on
the fertiliity rate of the “soil” that em
mbraces the ecoonomic initiattive.
And it iss at this pointt exactly thatt the spatiallyy established socioeconomic systems arre acquiring significant
s
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importance, because they act as pools of advantages for the hosted entrepreneurial activity inside the constant
race for survival and growth in globalization (Algan, et al., 2013; Amador & Cabral, 2016; Arkolakis, et al., 2013;
Bartelsman, et al., 2013; Chaney, 2016). More specifically, every spatially established socioeconomic system,
regardless of its spatial reach, can be approached as a dialectical mechanism of four mutually dependent dynamic
subsystems:
i.
ii.
iii.

An economic subsystem engulfing the overall economic dynamic of the spatially established system.
An economic subsystem embraced by the subsystem of social and productive knowledge uniquely defining
every socioeconomic formation.
A subsequent subsystem of the overall culture embraced by the subsystem of social knowledge.

iv.
And, finally, a super-system of the natural and demographic environment embracing—always
inescapably—all the structured socioeconomic subsystems.
The aforementioned set the basis for a theoretical perspective of explicit systemic character, governed by a
simple founding principle: there is no use in understanding the economic dynamics—therefore the economics of
development—outside of the, particular in space and time, broader historic and systemic socioeconomic context.
This kind of understanding gives us the chance to clarify the constant dynamic synthesis, which is at the root of
all the evolutionary trajectories of globalization. Of the business actions, of the state interventions and of every
spatially established socioeconomic system (Chiappini, 2014; Costinot & Rodriguez-Clare, 2014; Daudin, et al.,
2011; Fontagné, et al., 2013a). To recourse to the systematic examination of the evolutionary dynamics of the
spatially established business—namely the “tree”—it provides particularly useful theoretical seeds to understand
as well the evolutionary dynamics of the surrounding socioeconomic environment—say the “forest”. An
operating business of a particular socioeconomic, spatially established, system could be a theoretical start for
understanding the unique explanatory content required to approach the broader phenomenon of development.
This explains our initial argument toward a need for a valid theoretical view of globalization in synthetic
socioeconomic terms where the focus on the business is ubiquitous and closely tied to the broader social
dynamics. This also helps to conceive the phenomenon of the overall socioeconomic development inside
globalization: regarding every socioeconomic system and every spatial level of analysis.
Ultimately, all prior analyses serve to better realize the economic dynamics, as these are structured to the
particular historic and social system and vice versa. In essence, there has never been an analytical separation
between the economic and the broader phenomena of social development (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2005;
Acemoglu, 2008; Acemoglu & Robinson, 2013).
4.2 Sectoral and Cross-Sectoral Dynamics
The living firm by itself represents the synthetic center of globalization dynamics. And this enterprise is never
conceived independently of the surrounding, spatially established socioeconomic system. But how might we
understand the interlacing of different socioeconomic systems within the globalization framework? What unifies
them progressively? Is it market flows only? Is globalization only about the widening of global markets and
nothing more than that?
No, of course not. The progressive unification of the various socioeconomic systems in globalization is much
deeper. It traverses the surface and transforms the socioeconomic structures (Chang, 2006; Chavance, 2012;
Crouch, 2005; Greif, 2006; North, 1994; North, et al., 2009; Ostrom & Basurto, 2011; Rodrik, et al., 2004). It
traverses the circulation of flows and the markets and penetrates the sphere of production (Balland, et al., 2015;
Boschma, 2015; Brossard & Moussa, 2014; Fontagné, et al., 2013b; Sölvell, et al., 2003). To this process, the
role of the multinational enterprise has been critical for decades (Andreff, 2003; Delapierre & Michalet, 1976;
Delapierre, et al., 1983; Dunning & Lundan, 2008; Michalet, 2002; Mucchielli & Delapierre, 1995). Already
from the 1970s, S. Hymer (Hymer, 1976; Hymer, 1982) argued toward this analytical direction, stating that the
economic unification of the global system is due to the multinational firms and not to the global markets. The
international markets are imperfect and the multinationals exploit the advantage of organizing the economic
activities internally, therefore substituting the market with their internal arrangements. His approach, even
though it offers unique insights, does not include all the aspects of these issues. And, most importantly, the
approach omits the sectoral and cross-sectoral dimensions to the phenomenon of globalization.
Overall, the central sectoral element required for analysis is that of a coherent, systemic classification of business
strategies that relate dynamically to the structures of production. A critical point to this sectoral analysis, also, is
to clarify the inner evolutionary dynamics cultivated and produced in every sector of economic activity: when
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the evoluutionary persppective is abseent, when thee sector is app
proached statiically, then thhere is a certaain lack of
analyticall soundness.
Exactly bbecause of thhis lack of ev
volutionary peerspective mo
ost of the “m
modern” approoaches to thee “sectoral
dynamicss” are constraaining themseelves to a reppetitive and cllosed perceptiion of things.. They are mistaken
m
in
thinking of a sector off economic activity to be inn autarky and sealed in a naational operatiting frameworrk, leaving
globalizaation out of thee equation. An
nd yet, despitee this scholarly
y myopia, som
me notable theeorists have managed
m
to
provide uuseful insightss to the opposiite direction. L
Let us mention
n two fundam
mental of thesee.
 R. V
Vernon (Vernnon, 1971; Veernon, 1992) was the firstt to argue thaat the transfoormations of the
t global
economyy are deriving from an irrev
versible tendenncy of sectoraal movements from the morre developed to the less
developedd nations. Thhe principle reeason for thee sectoral relo
ocations, acco
ording to him,
m, were the prroduct life
cycles onn a global scale.
 In tuurn, C. Palloixx (Palloix, 19
975) supportedd the idea thaat the multi-naationalization of the firms is
i due to a
particularr, deeper reallity: the intern
nationalizationn of capital and
a the three forms that iss taking, not only as a
capital-coommodity andd money-capittal, but also, m
most importan
ntly, as a produ
uctive capital.
For manyy years now,, it has been proven that both these th
heorists weree not mistakeen into thinkiing of the
internatioonalizations of
o the sectoraal activities aat the centerr. Despite thee seemingly direct, “tangiible”, and
progressive productivee unification of the world due to the multinational
m
enterprise,
e
onn the backgro
ound those
internatioonalizations arre subject to the
t surroundinng sectoral dy
ynamics. Therre are no mulltinational or “national”
business movements inndependent frrom the supraanational secto
oral dynamicss which are innvolved and reeproduced
by these movements (Audretsch
(
& Lehmann, 20005; Breschi & Lenzi, 201
15; Hamel & Prahalad, 19
996; Piore,
1995; Porrter, 1990; Poorter, 2007; Ru
uigrok & Vann Tulder, 2013
3; Schumpeterr, 1912; Schum
mpeter, 1939; Stopford,
et al., 19991).
And now
wadays, the reestructuring an
nd globalizingg sectoral dyn
namics incorp
porate the vari
rious phenomeena of the
overall soocial restructuuring by bringing forth a “nnew globalizattion” (Avant, et
e al., 2010; A
Awad, 2009; Baldwin
B
&
Low, 20009; Breslin, 2016; Cottier & Elsig, 20111; Palan, et all., 2013). And
d the globalizzing sectors irrreversibly
unify the various sociooeconomic forrmations on thhe planet, with
h respect to th
heir economicc, productive, and at the
same tim
me consumptive structures, and
a therefore rrestructuring the
t overall fraamework of gl
globalization (See figure
4).

Figuree 4. The sectorrs of economic activity are unifying the structural
s
basiis of the indiviidual socioeco
onomic
system
ms inside globaalization
ucturing proceess within glob
balization.
Accordinngly, at every level, the broader socioecoonomic space, is in a restru
These secctoral, sub-secctoral and cro
oss-sectoral suupranational dynamics
d
are in effect prodducing the baackbone of
this restrructuring process of the various sociooeconomic fo
ormations: the birth, the solidification
n, and the
reproducttion of that restructuring is due to the evoolutionary inttertwining of the
t “various inndustrial worllds” (Veltz,
2000) hossted in our plaanet.
And withhin that contiinuous, progreessive globaliization restruccturing, that constantly repproduces tend
dencies of
convergennce and diverrgence, of ho
omogeneity annd heterogeneeity, there em
merges an acutte question: how
h
could
someone initiate and maintain
m
comp
petitive advanttages in this drastically
d
chan
nging world?
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4.3 Globaal Competitiveeness as a Syn
nthesis of Busiiness Dynamics, Socioeconomic Spaces aand Sectoral Structures
S
In generaal, competitiveeness for the most
m part is ssimply referrin
ng to the abiliity to provide in the markett (whether
local, nattional or international) pro
oducts and seervices in ord
der to maintaiin some sort of effectiveness in the
changing conditions of the internatiional competiitive environm
ment. To manaage therefore to sell, to pro
ofit and to
grow withhin the globallized competittion (Aghion, et al., 2011; Alfaro
A
& Charlton, 2013; Alltomonte et all., 2016).
Such a deefinition is noot wrong, but not
n very usefu
ful. An overly open definitio
on of that kinnd sometimes misguides
to differeent understandings and, most
m
importanntly, to highly
y divergent reesults (Best, 1990; Compeetitiveness
Policy Council, 1995;; Lado, et al., 1992; Scottt & Lodge, 1985). Therefo
ore, some crititical examinaations that
should ottherwise be cleear and unamb
biguous stay iin the shadow
ws.
•

Whiich is the force that actually
y makes a sociioeconomic su
ubject compettitive?

•
Wheere in the proocess of the competitivene
c
ss synthesis is,
i the enterprrise located sppecifically, where
w
state
interventiion and wheree each particullar socioeconoomic formatio
on?
•

Wheere is the partiicular historiccal space and ttime that is strructuring com
mpetitiveness?

In fact, it proves increeasingly difficult for a deffinition of competitivenesss to answer, vvalidly and co
ompletely,
these queestions. And even
e
worse, most
m often, thee ambiguities which inevitaably are geneerated lead to numerous
hyper-sim
mplifications and
a misundersstandings.
Actually, there is no siimple and hom
mogenous conncept of comp
petitiveness for
f a socioecon
onomic space regardless
of the pparticular bussinesses operaating within it, neither is there a sim
mple and hoomogenous concept of
competitiiveness for a business reg
gardless of thhe particular socioeconom
mic spaces whhere it establlishes and
conducts its operations. Competitiv
veness is neveer resulting, seeparately or isolated, only from one of these two
spheres ((Akcigit, et all., 2015; Bloo
om et al., 20112; Cadot, et al., 2011; Caapaldo, 2015;; Cheptea, et al., 2014;
Hanson, eet al., 2015; Hausmann,
H
et al.,
a 2014).
And this is because, inn fact, there is no competitivveness for thee socioeconom
mic space (of either local, regional
r
or
national rreach), and neeither is it posssible to providde a valid defiinition of that competitivenness, when the particular
businessees conductingg their activitties internallyy in that spaace and consstantly influenncing the evolutionary
dynamicss of that spacee are excluded
d. Accordinglyy, there is no such kind of competitiveneess for the bussiness that
is outsidee that particulaar socioecono
omic space ho sting its actions. And, goin
ng even deeperr, because botth of these
spheres ((the socioeconnomic space and
a the businness) are “maaterializing” th
hemselves—aalways dialecttically—to
particularr sectoral/crosss-sectoral prroductive systtems, which traverse the typical local,, national and
d regional
administrrative frontierss, the surrounding sectoral and cross-sectoral supra-naational dynami
mics are alwayss present.
So, in particular, reall competitiveeness may onnly be the diialectic synth
hesis betweenn the business and the
socioeconnomic space of action and the exppression deriv
ving from the sectoral dynamics th
hat define
competitiiveness as a dynamic wh
hole. In realitty, only the hosting socio
oeconomic sppace and the operating
internallyy of that spacee businesses crreate and syntthesize, at the same time, th
he competitiveeness which taakes shape
always w
within a particcular historic framework
f
off productive and
a sectoral structures and dynamics. Th
hese three
dynamicss, always tiedd to each other, give birth tto competitiveeness. The diaalectic syntheesis of these gives
g
birth
and reprooduces compeetitiveness. Th
he socioeconoomic space, th
he businesses and the sectoor of productiv
ve activity
representt the dynamic whole, the basis
b
for everyy reliable stud
dy to competiitiveness and, therefore, fo
or the very
phenomennon of develoopment inside globalizationn (See figure 5).

Figuure 5. Contempporary econom
my creates andd reproduces the competitiv
veness in globbalization inside an
unbreakaable, evolution
nary nexus
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5. Concluding remarks: The Need for a New Organic-Strategic Understanding of Competitiveness in the
Phase of Globalization
According to the above, it is clear now why the approach to the question of competitiveness in globalization is
repositioning and restructuring, both directly and indirectly, all the theoretical and practical applications of the
contemporary economic science. It is of critical importance to understand the process of competitiveness
evolutionarily because it provides a truly reliable compass to traverse and realize the inner coherence of the
globalization dynamic.
Over this understanding, a new and valid horizon of methodologies which can be used to approach the broader
phenomenon of development lays ahead: A) a new cross-entrepreneurial, B) a new cross-spatial and C) a new
cross-sectoral.
I.
The competitiveness for every business is the dialectic collection of different competitivenesses, collected
from distinct pairs of spaces and productive sectors in which they are participating.
II.
In parallel, a competitiveness for a socioeconomic space is the dialectic collection of different
competitivenesses, structured around the internal businesses and the distinct productive sectors.
III.
And, finally, the competitiveness for a complete productive sector is the dialectic collection of the produced
competitivenesses internally of the sector and in terms of particular pairs of businesses and socioeconomic
spaces hosting the business actions.
Having the previous analysis in mind we support, therefore, that these three dimensions constitute the basis for
every new and valid developmental analysis or intervention within the ongoing phase of crisis and the
restructuring process of globalization.
All these together form a complete and a comprehensive view of the ever unique in history phenomenon of
development.
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